Semester group meeting 2017

Biomedical Engineering and Informatics 1st sem. master, November 6th

Present coordinator (C): Carsten Dahl Mørch

Present course holders (CH): Alex S. Jørgensen, Pia B. Elberg, cancellation from Samuel Schmidt

Present students (S): Delegates from all project groups, 16 students

Minute taker (M): Secretary M. Rosendahl

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agenda</th>
<th>Feedback</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Evaluation of courses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Projects</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. The semester in general</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. AOB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**1. Evaluation of courses**

**course: SMAC**

CH: MDZ

S: really good and useful course, but would like to have the course more intense in the beginning of the semester, because the subjects are now late according to the project work e.g. the scientific protocol/experiment

**course: Stochastic signals and processes**

CH: SS

S: CH gives fine lessons and understanding the material is fine now, CH often gives a quick recap which is very fine

C: learning curve might have been to steep

S: the second CH expected too much and often rejected S and didn’t take responsibility if S didn’t know/haven’t learned, not so good communication

C: CH can talk to the second CH

**course: Pattern recognition and decision support**

CH: ASJ

S asks about the examination, if it includes questions during the exam and if S need to know all the topics

CH: yes have provided S with keywords etc., need to know how the topics works

S: slides from the CH are very informative and good, but the slides from the second CH are mostly pictures and therefore some S would like notes, so it’s less confusing

S: many slides to read for the exam

CH explains that details can be important etc.

**course: Sensory systems and sensory control**

CH: SB

S find the Moodle course site very confusing and messy, don’t know what belongs to which course regarding the CH incl. one internal guest lecture

C: renewed this form last year, but of course it’s challenging when the order is changed

S confused comparing the time schedule-numbers with Moodle-numbers

M offers to update the time schedule

S not actually sure about the topics for the exam

C looks in the semester description but the subjects are broad – S will ask CH to be sure

**course: The semantics of clinical information systems**

CH: PBE
S: doing assignment making an interface really good and it’s clear which reading is relevant

From last meeting
_S: (...) but not sure about the exam includes a journal_  
CH thinks it’s clear now and it’s an assignment, not a journal, explains how it will work

### 2. Projects

7401: doing fine, but tight schedule
7402: having some success, working fine, still waiting for data from the supervisor, doubt if there’s time enough, focused on a plan B
7403: still conducting a pilot study, but have taking longer than expected
7404: stuck with the device-problems and waist time, but thinks it’s ok now
7405: doing fine
7406: doing fine
7407: doing fine, but not sure how to implement right now
7408: doing fine, working with three different models, know the procedure
7409: doing fine

C: remember if you get stuck, kindly contact the supervisor

### 3. The semester in general (incl. group rooms)

S appreciate the group rooms, fine with shared rooms, but would prefer more power plugs, they only have two in the end of the room and therefore have to sit around one table in the end of the room

M will collect the wishes for very long power lines from the groups to the officers, an idea is to attach these to the tables or the floor

S and C talks about going abroad, e.g. having the exam in Denmark

M will send info about "credit transfer"

### 4. AOB.

-